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“BITCUB is an A.I. driven  Blockchain/Distributed Ledger platform specially 
designed for community based finance. The smart contracts, payments and 

community credit system will enable community focused financial 
organisations such as Credit Unions to leverage ground breaking new 

technology, providing engaging new products, whilst reducing operational 
costs and ensuring regulatory compliance. 

The distributed apps created will allow the free flow of ‘vestiges of value’ in a 
community and will not just be limited to financial transactions.” 
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1. Executive Summary  

1.1 The Problem 

Many operating in the world of community based finance are underserved when it 
comes to technology that truly benefits their members.  Systems provided by the 
established Financial Services providers are often designed for larger banks and do 
not ‘scale down’ well. Compliance with regulations such as General Data Protection 
Regulation (GDPR) and the Payment Services Directive 2 (PSD2) with limited 
resources present additional burdens. Digital money and cryptographic currency 
technologies have definite benefits that can be exploited but choosing appropriate 
platforms can be difficult. 

1.2 A Community Based Solution  

At the core of the BITCUB project is technology that has major benefits for those 
operating in the world of community based finance.  This deep learning/artificial 
intelligence (A.I.) technology does the heavy lifting when it comes to selecting the 
most appropriate type of blockchain and distributed ledger technology (DLT) for key 
financial applications.  BITCUB delivers cost effective and compliant services 
specifically aimed at 3rd and 4th tier financial institutions, in addition to engaging 
new products for the customers they serve.  

1.3 Products and Benefits 

The BITCUB team are delivering financial instruments including decentralised apps 
(DAPPS) and a finance platform for managing, communicating, generating, sending 
and receiving credit and funds. 

This A.I. driven blockchain technology enables the delivery of :- 

1. A cloud based ore banking system. 
2. Secure and compliant customer centric smart contracts for all agreements. 
3. A fully integrated cross border payment/remittance system 
4. New member engagement products.  
5. A new system whereby community members can earn credits from doing 

good deeds.  These credits can then be sponsored by another party and 
transformed into BITCUB or another currency. 

This platform will allow only the very best DLT companies to participate in providing 
these services and the Artificial Intelligence Engine will only select the best 
technology for a given application. This platform is being created for the long term 
and those participating will be able to benefit from beneficial rates on loans and 
savings products  in addition to the digital cryptographic currency BITCUB which can 
be also be traded in exchange for goods and services. 
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The main benefits for Community Focused Financial Organisation (CFFO’s) such as 
credit unions are associated with reduced operational costs (up to 30%) , new 
engagement products, and improved security and compliance.  

From a user perspective, additional benefits include a more streamlined process for 
accessing finance, low cost remittances, better interest rates on savings and loans, 
the ability to get credits from fellow community members and earn in the process, 
engaging new products for children and partaking in a global community with a 
genuine focus on inclusion, development and wealth fostering. 

A principle differentiator from other projects is the fact that this technology can be 
easily accessed by credit unions and other community focused finance organisations 
in the cloud. There is no need for them to install any applications and run servers 
locally on their machines. The route to market is through Credit Unions that have 
earned the respect of their members over the years offering integrity, credibility and 
stability. 

The process for the application of a full banking licence has been started in 
collaboration with Dexapoint Group and this will complete in by the middle of 2019. 
This will also allow BITCUB to operate as a ‘challenger bank’ in certain jurisdictions, 
further increasing business opportunities.  

1.4 The Team 

A group of highly motivated technologists and business leaders with vast expertise in 
delivering financial products and services to a range of different institutions and 
service providers including large banks, credit unions and payments organisations.   

1.5 The Market and Potential  

The initial target market will be the 68,000 + credit unions in 109 countries servicing 
231 million people in the world today who wish to introduce new efficiencies, further 
engage their existing members and attract new ones. With people becoming 
genuinely tiresome of the culture that still prevails amongst the larger financial 
institutions there has never been a better time for Credit Unions with their 
community driven ethos to deliver a great alternative. 

Member assets in Credit Unions the US alone were in excess of $1 trillion in 2014. 
This is expected to grow by 10% by 2020. All over the globe Credit Unions are looking 
to make their operations more streamlined whilst becoming more relevant for their 
members in this digital age. 

 With BITCUB credit unions will be able to automate and regulate many inefficient 
internal processes whilst attracting new members with engaging and relevant 
products and services. They will be able to offer creditable remittance, microloans, 
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and savings products with the potential of delivering higher returns compared to 
current offerings. It will also provide a suite of novel products that will help engage 
new members, including the younger demographic that may have eluded them up 
until now. 

1.6 Business Model 

BITCUB will start by offering products and services to compliment existing Credit 
Union products. The first Community Credit (CC) application rewarding local 
community heroes will be entirely free. Thereafter, there will be a subscription SaaS 
model for an annual licence for access to the platform. Costs will depend on the size 
of the organisation, transaction volume and the number of DAPP’s purchased. Credit 
Unions will be able to earn a transaction fee for remittances as they will provide a 
real cost saving for those people currently using Western Union etc. This remittance 
market is currently worth over $540 billion per annum and Credit Unions are 
perfectly poised to take a slice of this market with the right products. Efficiencies 
gained along with new custom will result in higher dividends being paid to its’ 
members.  

1.7 Financials 

We require €2 million for the pre- ICO stage of the project and then a further €10 
million to cover development and expansion in the next 24 months. 60% of the funds 
raised will be spent on software development and system Integration, funding the 
management team and the remainder will be spent on Marketing and compliance. 
BITCUB tokens may be purchased for 0.01 Ether each. These will be converted to our 
tradable BITCUB post the ICO, with a timed release across various exchanges. 

In this volatile crypto currency market we will be incentivising the retention of 
BITCUB tokens through a dividends and rewards scheme.  This will be based on 
retention time, traction and performance. Each token investor will be able to login to 
their BITCUB account have full visibility of their asset, including voting rights, rewards 
entitlements and so on. 

Those participating in the ICO will also be able to distribute rewards to those earning 
community credits for the performance of good deeds in the community. 

The next two years will be spent on developing and growing the business. Developing 
symbiotic relationships with play a key part in working up to revenues of over $100 
m in year 5.  

Over the next 2 years 30 people will be required to run the business and move into 
new markets. 18 developers, testers, system integration and security specialists are 
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required to develop the system further over the next 2 years. There will be 4 
additional team leaders/project managers required, 2 market compliance legal 
specialists, 4 marketing specialists, 2 admin staff and 4 sales staff. 

10% of all profits will always be used for charitable causes, sponsoring and fostering 
wealth creation in the most deprived communities on the planet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The financial projections above show that the project will enter profitability in year 3. 
Licensing fees will be the main revenue generator in the early days when transaction 
fees through remittances begin to grow eventually making up over 30% of revenues. 
The 580 jobs do not include the local ambassador positions being funded by the 
organisation at a local level.  

The vast majority of expenditure will be focused on rewarding people involved with 
working on and helping to promote the project. 
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2. WHITE PAPER OBJECTIVES 

The principle objective of this paper is to summarise the transformational technology that is 
being developed as part of the BITCUB project and provide information on the business plan 
that will make it happen. It has been created to act as catalyst for like-minded individuals 
and communities to understand, engage and invest in a major game changer in community 
based finance. 

This paper contains elements for all, even those who are new to blockchain. 

3. A NEW BLOCKCHAIN/DLT TO SERVE THE COMMUNITY 

We present a new blockchain and distributed ledger based platform specially formulated for 
community orientated finance organisations and facilitators. This includes credit unions, co-
operatives, building societies and any groups coming together to better serve their 
communities irrespective of location, access to technology, infrastructure and resources. 
The term we will use in the remainder of the document for these is ‘Community Focused 
Financial Organisation’ or CFFO. 

Our focus is on fostering wealth in community, growing and enhancing value wherever 
possible. 

The objective is to provide a decentralised network which joins all of these entities with 
enablers for the creation, management and distribution of wealth. 

4. EARN CURRENCY AND COMMUNITY CREDITS 

Not only will individuals and communities be able to use currencies with these apps they 
will also be able to earn community credits that can be turned into currency at a later stage 
through sponsorship. 

So for example if 14 year Juan in Venezuela helps his neighbour fix a broken fence to keep 
his goats in he can be rewarded with credit which can be later be turned into a monetary 
value.  

The system will be created in such a way as to use the blockchain and other distributed 
ledger technology to create an irrefutable ledger of activities and transactions, and will be 
capable of excluding members who abuse the system. A new type of proof of work will 
involve ratification of good deeds via member credits and other supporting information. 

5. REVENUE GENERATION 

Although the first solutions will be aimed at community based organisations such as building 
societies and co-operatives, this will be followed by more commercially driven applications. 
We believe that everyone should have opportunities to create wealth for themselves. 
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6. TECHNOLOGY FOR SOCIO ECONOMIC INCLUSION 

6.1 Blockchain Backbone 

At the core of BITCUB will operate a blockchain/DLT architecture and distributed application 
network. 

7. What is the BITCUB Blockchain? 

The name BITCUB was coined through the amalgamation of BIT for enabling 
digital technology (bits and bytes) CU standing for community and B for 
blockchain.  

8. Why Blockchain? 

The core difference between current systems shown on the left below and blockchain based 
transactions on the right below  is that transactions are not managed centrally but rather in 
a decentralised network where each participant (node) has a vote on a transaction. 
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9. Blockchain and Decentralised Ledger Technology a brief History  

The main protagonist behind blockchain technology was an entity or group going by the 
name of Satoshi Nakamoto. In November 2008 a white paper was produced and 
communicated outlining a proposal for a peer to peer cash system.  Now this was the first 
attempt as David Chaum came up with a similar concept in 1989 but apart from some 
interest by the Mark Twain bank in 1995 the project died in 1998.   

At the core of distributed ledger technology and blockchain is community. A decentralised 
community located anywhere in the world that can facilitate smart contracts and 
transactions without any middle men.  All transactions are signed by fellow community 
members on the network who get rewarded with a ‘mining’ fee* for overseeing these 
transactions. 

*This is for Proof of Work algorithms only 

The diagram below shows how individual transactions are fed into the blockchain, and 
processed into blocks and then validated by miners . Note how any blocks are rejected if 
they do not satisfy the requirements.

The anatomy of a block on a Bitcoin type blockchain is shown below. Note how each 
transaction is fed through a program to get a hashed value. These are then combined into a 
Merkle tree. 
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The Merkle tree goes towards the creation of a new block which created once a puzzle is 
solved. 

 

The figure above shows how different nodes (computers running specific software) are 
competing to solve this puzzle. In this case node 433 wins the prize by guessing the two 
sixes and block 23 is created. 
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10. Technological Fit 

There has never been a technology better suited to those involved in community based 
finance. This is how the man behind the Ethereum blockchain described it: 

“A blockchain is a magic computer that anyone can upload 
programs to and leave the programs to self-execute, where the 
current and all previous states of every program are always publicly 
visible, and which carries a very strong crypto economically secured 
guarantee that programs running on the chain will continue to 
execute in exactly the way that the blockchain protocol 
specifies.” — Vitalik Buterin 

So in short you have a system which will run automatically according the rules that have 
been programmed into it.  Every transaction is validated by a cryptographic signing process 
and once a certain number of transactions are made a new block is produced. This block is 
then published on the blockchain and provides an irrefutable record of every transaction. If 
you wanted to alter a transaction you would have to alter every other transaction on all the 
preceding blocks simultaneously so it extremely difficult to hack.  

 

11. BITCUB Blockchain – More Detail 

The BITCUB blockchain consists of the following:- 

• A computer programme which operates across multiple computers and other 
devices such as phones and tablets. 
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• These computers and devices operate as nodes in the network 
• Each node will operate via a decentralised app or DAPP 
• The nodes all have the power to cast a vote on a transaction using a consensus 

algorithm. 
• They do so by having the right credentials, performing work and being present to 

participate in transaction vetting. 
• The transaction can be can be monetary or of other value such as community credit 

or token that can be converted to cash at a later date through sponsorship or used 
straight away as a value that can be exchanged or swopped for another item or 
service even when off-line. 

• Each transaction/transfer of value will only occur when there is consensus in the 
community that it is a bona fide transaction. 

• The blockchain architecture and transaction vetting cryptography will ensure that 
the system is safe and secure with minimal risk coming from outside hackers. 

• The platform is constantly evolving and will always establish the most appropriate 
blockchain/DLT ‘vehicle’ for every transaction based on customer and organisational 
preferences. 

This BITCUB blockchain will be accessible via the most affordable and available 
phones tablets and laptops in the world today. It will be extremely simple and very 
cheap to use. 

12. TARGET MARKET FOR PRODUCTS  

Financial organisations and groups with a strong community focus. This includes credit 
unions, community development institutions, building societies and community Focused 
banks. 

The ‘catch all’ term we will use for this market is Community Focused Financial 
Organisations or CFFOs . 

13. BITCUB - FIRST USERS 

BITCUB is being developed for CFFO’s with a strong community driven ethos who wish to:- 

• Eliminate non value added activities and spend time on facilities and services to truly 
benefit members. 

• Replace slow, inefficient and disjointed paper based forms with smart electronic 
contacts  

• Reduce transaction fees 
• Reduce complexity 
• Improve accountability  
• Provide transparency 
• Provide a seamless audit trail for compliance 
• Reduce workload associated with repetitive tasks 
● Reduce the threat from hackers with high level security features 
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Beyond that we will serve any community with the intention of building positive value in the 
community and propagating prosperity.  

We will also make it easy for anyone wishing to set up their own CFFO, providing a platform 
and a range of tools to support their community. 

14. Phase 1 – Credit Unions and CUSO’s 

15. CREDIT UNIONS 

The first phase will see us focus mainly on the credit union market. This is an area where the 
team has extensive experience in working with live customers for 5 years, providing on-line 
banking and mobile applications. 

16. CREDIT UNIONS WORLDWIDE MARKET 

In 2014, there were 57,000 credit unions in 103 countries serving 217 million members. The 
World Council of Credit Unions plans to increase credit union membership to at least 260 
million in 2020. Already this has increased to 231 million members in just 4 years, providing 
further evidence of the growth within this sector. 

 

https://www.woccu.org/impact/mission 

https://www.cdfifund.gov/Pages/default.aspx 

https://www.ifad.org/documents/10180/6bd3b2b1-a3ba-4a20-9456-8b12f1598a6e 
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17. REPUTATION AND CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 

Credit Unions all over the world are unique when it comes to the service and experience 
they give to customers. 

This is exemplified by the 2017 CXi Ireland Customer Experience Report where credit unions 
topped the national league table for customer experience. This is the third consecutive year 
that credit unions have been voted number one for customer experience in Ireland, coming 
in ahead of 170 other brands across 10 different business sectors. 

Once again this year, credit unions scored highly for integrity, empathy and for their highly 
committed staff, many of whom are volunteers. Another element in this success with 
customers is that credit unions are deeply embedded in the local communities that they 
serve. According to the CXi, credit unions are “a perfect example of a company that 
genuinely cares about its customers. 

https://www.creditunion.ie/communications/news/2017/title,11397,en.php 

18. CUSO’s            

This system is also aimed at Credit Union Service Organisations or CUSO’s. This is when one 
or more credit unions come together to provide a product or services for the industry. This 
is driven by the desire to reduce the risk associated with the adoption of new systems and 
share/gain economies of scale from a cost perspective. 

19. PROBLEMS TO BE SOLVED 

In this new digital age, it can be difficult for Credit Unions and other community centric 
financial groups to provide products and services that people now expect.  

There is also a huge burden from a compliance/regulation/security perspective as central 
banks and other authorities attempt to protect institutions and their members interests. 
Included in this is General Data Protection Regular (GDPR) and the Payment Services 
Directive (PSD2). 

Running these operations in an efficient and effective manner can be extremely challenging 
especially when many of the team are volunteers.  These challenges have led to various 
credit unions either amalgamating or being absorbed into the banks thereby losing their 
mutuality. In extreme cases they go into liquidation and get wound up (Chareleville Credit 
Union, Ireland 2017). 

Other problems often centre around legacy systems which are not fit for purpose in this 
digital age. Disjointed systems mostly lead to unnecessary duplication, confusion and this 
lack of transparency can cause mistakes to be made putting Credit Unions at risk. Systems 
used by larger banks are often overly complex, inappropriate and expensive to run (up to 
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$500k for a one off license) . Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) is still performed through the 
banks such as Danske and BNP and attract the associated ‘middle man’ transaction costs 
and times. It is rare for these systems to be able to perform cross-border payments so 
remittances (cross-border payments usually back to a home community) are cumbersome 
and costly. Western Union and other companies have a very lengthy process for transfers 
and often charge a 10% fee per transfer. 

Other issues facing the smaller institutions concern member account liquidity as often they 
do not provide a current/checking account.  This means they cannot compete with banks 
who offer a broader range of products and services.  

Lending controls are another problem and some Credit Unions have gone into liquidation 
recently because of poor control over lending/deposits/assets ratios.  

Relevance to a younger more tech savvy audience can be absent and a barrier to growth as 
these institutions are sometimes seen as being stuck in the dark ages and not relevant to 
their generation. 

20. SOLUTIONS 

Our solution is to provide a flexible, fully decentralised, integrated system which is solely 
there to satisfy the needs of Community Focused Financial Organisations.  

It will be controlled by the members of these communities served by the BITCUB blockchain.  

Our BITCUB blockchain will provide smart contacts that self-execute when the required 
inputs are entered. These will include KYC, transactions, loan applications, savings products, 
internal auditing, report generation etc. Because there are no middle men in the equation, 
members will be able to transfer funds to anyone on the planet. This will allow credit unions 
to offer a new transfer service based around remittances. 

Operations performed in the blockchain will reduce processing times, improve the flow and 
responsiveness for staff and members alike and assist in reducing operational costs. It will 
allow staff to focus more on value added activities for its members. 

The smart contracts will also ensure that compliance is maintained, and alerts are raised if 
ratios fall outside a certain limit so appropriate action can be taken.   

21. Voting on important issues 

In credit unions members enjoy equal rights to vote (one member, one vote) and participate 
in decisions affecting the credit union. The DAPPS will allow members to cast a vote whilst 
at the same time recording the result on the blockchain as an immutable irrefutable record 
of that vote. This means it cannot be altered and the system can be automatically updated 
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depending on the outcome of the vote. This could relate to things such as dividends issued 
or election of officers.  

22. BITCUB Blockchain Benefits 

1. Transactions are effected on the blockchain meaning that costly and unwieldy core 
banking systems can be phased out. 

2. CFFO’s can offer a full range of products and services to be able to compete with and 
even surpass the banks. 

3. Distributed Apps or DAPPS can provide excellent cross channel interfaces for 
members. 

4. Accounting – because blockchain transactions can be settled in an instant then, all 
accounts can be viewed in real-time with only a minimal lag for settlement. 

5. Reconciliations will be performed on the spot and regulators can get access to this 
record to ensure compliance. Because it is immutable, they know it has not been 
tampered with. 

6. Credit Union health can be more closely monitored with liquidity ratios preserved. 
7. Transactions can be performed without the banking middle men improving speed 

cost and the usual cross-border delays. This provides a great vehicle for remittances, 
saving up to 10% of the transaction. 

8. Collaborations with other credit unions and CFFO’s in other parts of the globe are 
now possible as they can operate off the same blockchain. 

9. The above means that funds can be sent directly to any communities that maybe in 
need. 

10. A community credit system can be introduced whereby education and good deeds 
are recorded and another block added to the chain when a certain number of credits 
are generated, thus adding to the value of the community. 

11. Lean to Earn system will drive engagement from younger users whilst adding value 
to the community. Games and puzzles made available on mobile applications which, 
if successful, will generate an output contributing to the production of new blocks on 
the chain. These youngsters can start to generate income which will go into their 
own saving accounts. 

12. The DAPPs will be engineered to provide peer to peer transfers without the internet. 
This means that transaction can take place from one user to another using a smaller 
number of nodes (or devices) and then settled once a connection is remade to the 
rest of the blockchain. 

13. Last but not least security is improved as there is no longer one central system which 
can be hacked (ala JP Morgan, Unibank, Target, Bank of America, Tesco Bank, Swift, 
HSBC etc.). Instead an encrypted system is spread across a set of decentralised 
nodes. 

This will help with regulations such as Payment Services Directive or PSD2 compliance with 
the above security protocols. General Data Protection (GDPR) will also be built in 
from day 1. 

 
http://news.cuna.org/articles/105948-data-breach-costs-will-soar-to-2t-juniper 
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23. SMART DECISIONS & ENABLING TECHNOLOGY 

Clever use of technical resources is key to the success of this project. Whilst the current 
team have years of experience working on the provision of on-line and mobile products to 
Credit Unions and other clients, it will also work with organisations with a proven technical 
advantage. ‘Wheel re-invention’ is not a smart use of precious resources and should be 
avoided at all costs. Many ICO’S of late have technologies which are no different from what 
has come before. Because there is a difference in implementation or use of technology does 
not mean they are better. ICO’s can be driven by a desire to raise as much cash in the 
shortest time possible for the promoters without a long term business strategy and 
consideration of ‘me too products’ that they will be competing against in the long term. 
With so many people doing the same thing and the lack of a screening process filtering and 
amalgamating the whole process can be extremely wasteful of peoples’ time and resources. 

We aim to change this approach by inviting firms to collaborate if they feel they have a 
solution which will provide client benefit and can be integrate onto our platform.  This will 
have a reciprocal effect in driving new use cases for them and adding value on multiple 
platforms of merit. 

The Bitcub AI engine will determine which DLT provides the best solution for each individual 
application providing a dynamic switching function as customer preferences change. 

 

In the above example customer 1 has been partnered with Nano because of the zero fees, 
good security, reliability and transparency of transactions. Customer 2 however has been 

 

 

Bitcub AI Engine 
customer preferences 1. cheapest 

transaction cost to Manilla 
 Security 
Reliability 
Transparency  
customer preference 2 
speed 
security 
conversion to local currency in the 

fastest way possible 
 
 

 

Bitcub Platform with Various 
Service Providers 

BTC Lightning 
Stellar  
Dash 
Ripple 
Litecoin 
Nano 
Swirlds  
etc, etc.  
 
All of the above competing for 
speed, security, cost, convenience, 

fungibility, territories, reliability  etc. 
 

 

Transaction Execution 
service provider chosen  
fees and eta's communicated  
status - pending complete 

communictaed  
Balance/unspent funds updated 
Performance versus criteria 

assessed and Bitcub AI engine 
updated. 
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partnered with Stellar who provide quick transaction times and with the anchor network 
allows conversion to local fiat currencies. 

The machine learning and AI characteristics of the system mean that it is dynamic in nature 
always selecting the best technology for the job. This takes the guesswork out of the process 
for those individuals in the CFFO’s whilst at the same time optimising their fee structure. 

The platform will also contribute to driving efficiencies and improvements in general to the 
different blockchain technologies represented on the platform, rewarding those who 
succeed in selection being rewarded with more transaction volume. 

24. CORE BANKING SYSTEMS 

With BITCUB the opportunity exists to replace core banking products. 

The main elements of core banking include: 

● Making and servicing loans. 
● Opening new accounts. 
● Processing cash deposits and withdrawals. 
● Processing payments and cheques. 
● Calculating interest. 
● Customer relationship management (CRM) activities. 
● Managing customer accounts. 
● Establishing criteria for minimum balances, interest rates, number of withdrawals 

allowed and so on. 
● Establishing interest rates. 
● Maintaining records for all the bank’s transactions 

At present core banking systems are generally aimed at the larger banks and building 
societies.  

Examples of core banking products include Infosys’ Finacle, Nucleus FinnOne and Oracle's 
Flexcube application (from their acquisition of Indian IT vendor i-flex). 

Fiserv, Temenos, and TCS also do a good job at providing core banking systems for these 1st 
and 2nd tier entities but they often do not ‘scale down’ well.  This means they are complex 
and costly for the majority of CFFO’s. 

Having worked in the Credit Union space for the past 6 years the Bitcub team has 
encountered Credit Unions who have not updated their core banking system in over 8 years. 
This can be due to perception of additional costs, time and complexity. Many of these 
organisations are so risk adverse that hey freeze themselves into inaction leaving old 
systems ripe for attacks from hackers. 

25. Blockchain based Core Banking 
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Blockchain based systems with a strong emphasis on security, reliability, transparency and 
accountability provide an ideal alternative to these centralised core banking products. 

With self-executing contracts built onto this blockchain, all of the core banking products and 
services can be provided with greater efficiency and speed. 

Not only this, with blockchain payments can be effected with minimal costs and transfers 
occurring instantly compared to the many days it can take currently as they make their way 
through the myriad of middle men. In some case funds have to pass through 14 of these 
before it reaches its’ final destination. 

These are the core banking areas we will be targeting in the initial stages of the project: 

25.1 Opening new accounts 

 
This will made as frictionless as possible with the option of opening an account on-line or on 

a mobile device. 
KYC information will be gathered, processed and stored on the blockchain. 
Valuable and sensitive data will be stored securely on the blockchain with sovereignty fully 

controlled by the member (in addition to being GDPR compliant) . Optional modules 
such as fingerprinting and facial recognition will also be provided for quick access to 
data. 

Qualifying information such as proof of address on a utility bill or proof of workplace can 
also be uploaded remotely by the member. The member will enter into a smart 
contract and will be informed of any requirements to pass their information onto a 
third party such as a governing body.  

 
Keeping current 
 
The smart contacts will be programmed to prompt members to update the information on 

an annual basis to ensure the KYC information is kept up to date. 
Once an account is opened the public key that is generated can be accessed by the member 

and used to retrieve account details when in a branch. Additional layers of identity 
management such as biometrics or pin can be added for additional security. The 
blockchain will provide a record of every update so there is an irrefutable record 
which builds the strength of identity over time. 

 
Protection and Control over Personal Data 
 
GDPR 
 
The EU 2016/679 regulation (also known as the General Data Protection Regulation or 

GDPR) covers the protection of people with regard to the processing of personal 
data, and the free movement of such data. It comes into force on the 25th of May 
2018 and will give citizens of EU countries greater rights over their personal 
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information, and place greater obligations on organisations to protect this data. It 
includes the right to be forgotten, the right to know when personal data falls into the 
wrong hands (e.g. hackers) and the need for explicit consent (in certain cases) prior 
to processing personal information. If an organisation is found to be in breach of 
these regulations they can be fined up to €20 million or 4% of their turnover. 

 
PSD2 
 
Payment Service Directive or PSD2 will require institutions to open access to personal 

information related to customer accounts to third parties which the institution has 
no contractual agreement with. The big proviso, however is the fact that the 
customer must provide their consent. It is up to the individual to give consent and to 
provide the data to the data processor - not a decision made by other processors. 

 
https://www.intive.com/en/blog/articles/psd2-and-gdpr-regulations-on-collision-course 
 
With the BITCUB blockchain a record will be kept of all personal data together with details 

how it is being used with smart contacts being executed on their behalf to facilitate 
the provision or prevention of data transfer to a third party. The user will always be 
in complete control of their data and will participate in systems whereby they 
knowingly provide this data for a good cause or reward.  

 
It will also be extremely difficult for hackers to access this data as the decentralised nature 

of the information spread will mean that every node will have to be hacked in the 
network to access one piece of personal data. For additional data protection the 
architecture being deployed for BITCUB will be closed for members only and will be 
permission based. 

 
Additionally BITCUB will incorporate a customer centric architecture, ensuring their data is 

kept as secure as possible and giving them the ability to combine all of their financial 
information into one app. It is important to note, however that competing financial 
institutions can be notoriously slow at sharing data even with legislation in place so a 
step by step approach must be taken to this implementation. 

 
Either way the fundamental principles of both directives will be incorporated into BITCUB 

from day 1 making it an industry leader. 
 
 
KYC Potential Partners: 
 
Culedger are a CUSO who have been working with CUNA. Initially they have been focusing 

on identifying members who phone into credit unions to verify their identity, 
working with Evernym who are a technology solution provider in the identity space. 

 
http://culedger.com/ 
 
https://www.evernym.com/ 
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25.2 Making and servicing loans. 

       Loan Application 

Loan calculators are available on-line and on-mobile for many financial institutions. 
The issue is linking any loan inquiries with the member for a more seamless loan-
enquiry to loan application and granting process. At present many community based 
FI’s require a new loan application to be reviewed by a committee.  Prior to this bank 
statements and credit checks must be provided as part of the risk assessment 
process. This can take some time and is largely cumbersome and inefficient of the 
FI’s resources. 

With the BITCUB solution the member would be able to link their KYC information 
with the loan enquiry and application process, with the relevant cross-checks 
happening automatically in the background without staff to get involved. If voting 
and approval is required from the officers then this is accessed via a portal where 
they can cast their vote.  

With PSD2 banks are required to provide access to customers information such as 
account transaction history to other financial services providers. This will require 
them to provide application programmable interfaces or API’s. So for example if you 
have an account with a bank and credit union the bank is obliged to make that 
information to the credit union for loan applications. This will mean that with the 
customers permission they will be able to access the last three months’ worth of 
transactions and the smart contract can execute to check income in addition to any 
relevant credit ratings and the ability of the applicant to repay the loan. This 
seamless process will encourage members to take out low interest loans on a more 
regular basis and increase good business for the credit union as all checks will have 
been carried out in the smart contract mitigating risk of default. 

Because of user friendliness and back-end efficiencies introduced by the system 
microloans can be made available more easily.  

Any legal contracts can be entered with the smart contract on the blockchain. A 
Potential Partner in this regard is Integraledger. 

http://www.integraledger.com 
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25.3 Processing payments and cheques. 

            CHEQUES 

Although cheques are becoming less common there is still a requirement to process 
them. Current optical character recognition methods allows cheques to be captured 
and processed for deposit into an account. With blockchain there is no possibility 
that the cheque can be altered and the amount changed further improving the 
security of the system. 

             PAYMENTS  

With payment processing, if payments are carried out in BITCUB there will be no 
middle men as the blockchain will process the transaction.  This will ensure the fees 
are kept at a really low level that will encourage the adoption of current accounts 
and a more ‘fluid’ financial economy coming from the credit unions and other CFFOs. 
In a large number of cases people deposit their savings into a credit union, get 
charged tax on the interest and end up making very little.  Why shouldn’t they have 
their money working for them and helping out on more day to day transactions?  
BITCUB will enable this through payments that will accepted by merchants all over 
the globe. Anyone with a smartphone will be able to set up as a merchant with 
transactions occurring when a public QR code is scanned by the payee. They in turn 
will enjoy reduced transaction fees creating a push pull environment for BITCUB. 

It is widely recognised that blockchain based payments are the future. Having said 
that our model must also support the more traditional payment incumbents in 
different parts of the world. For this reason we will have a wallet that will support 
both fiat based payments and crypto payments.        

Type 1 Mobile – Fiat based transfers 

Mojaloop was created by the Gates Foundation’s Level One Project, which is aimed 
at levelling the economic playing field by crowding in expertise and resources to 
build inclusive payment models to benefit the world’s poor. Alongside Mojaloop’s 
development, the project also brought together four mobile systems companies—
Ericsson, Huawei, Telepin, and Mahindra Comviva—to develop an Open API for 
mobile money interoperability. These APIs will allow mobile money providers to 
integrate with Mojaloop and products built from it. 

Also involved are fintech developers Ripple, Dwolla, ModusBox, Crosslake 
Technologies and Software Group. They are using the Interledger Protocol, a solution 
for settling funds among multiple providers across their individual systems. It joins 
other promising digital financial software, but is the first model that can help extend 
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interoperability from mobile money providers to any bank, merchant or government 
institution in a customer’s economy in a way that specifically meets the needs of the 
poor. 

https://www.gatesfoundation.org/Media-Center/Press-Releases/2017/10/Bill-
Melinda-Gates-Foundation-Releases-Open-Source-Software-to-Expand-Access-to-
Financial-Services 

We will be integrating this payment system into our platform along with our BITCUB 
token offering crypto to Fiat transfers across a range of different markets. 

BITCUB transfers  

This is the preferred option for transfers as BITCUB will bypass the banks entirely and 
get settled on the BITCUB blockchain. 

This means that transaction times, middle men and costs will be less allowing the 
CFFO to establish the most competitive fees for their members. 

The Bitcub AI engine will automatically select the best vehicle for transfer based the 
customers stated preferences. 

25.4 Calculating interest 

 
This will be done automatically by the smart contract that the member has signed up to.  It 

will be available for viewing on the members dashboard on their DAPP. 
 
Different rates for the different loans and savings products will be clearly displayed plus 

their eligibility to qualify for a lower interest rate on a loan or indeed a higher 
interest rate on certain savings products. 

 
 

25.5 Customer relationship management (CRM) activities. 

 
With staff member freed up from non-value added activities they will be able to understand 

and communicate more regularly with members allowing better relationships to be 
established. A member is made aware of more relevant products and services 
through more targeted interaction. 

For example the smart contact used for the car loan can generate an output once the loan is 
paid off that prompts the FI to contact the customer and see if there is anything else 
that they could provide.  This could be a home improvement or education loan. The 
process would also allow staff to be more proactive in reaching out to members to 
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understand what new products or services they might be interested in. It may also 
work the other way around with DAPP based two-way communications providing a 
vehicle for the member to request CFFO to provide sponsorship for their son’s 
football team through the messaging channel, further increasing their involvement 
in the community. 

 

25.6 Managing customer accounts. 

With member dashboards both members and staff themselves will be able to tell at 
a glance what state their finances are in. An alert will be generated for example if the 
terms of their smart contact have not been adhered to.  This could be a late payment 
or a change in interest rates. 

Instead a paper-based communication this will be communicated via a DAPP 
reducing cost for the institution involved. 

As far as staff is concerned when a member walks in they will be able to retrieve a 
members account information without a passbook or similar form of account 
verification. With their app or a paper wallet (printed onto a card or paper) they will 
be able to scan their public key and retrieve their account once they have input a pin 
or biometric. 

Any transactions between the member and the staff will be recorded onto the 
blockchain so there is complete account of every element of customer/staff   
interaction, irrefutable in the case of any audit carried out. 

With the use of DAPPs the cost associated with transactions will decrease. In 2010 
The Tower Group carried out research into over the counter transaction costs versus 
some of the new methods.  

 

With mobile and on-line only costing 3% of the call centre and in-branch costs, there 
is a real opportunity to extend savings even more when the efficiencies of the 
blockchain payment rails are introduced. 
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25.7 Establishing criteria for member minimum balances, associated 
interest rates, number of withdrawals ETC. 

The smart contracts setup will facilitate required minimum balances including 
alerts if an account is in danger of falling below that level. Interest rates 
applicable to all loans, savings and current accounts, and eligibility criteria for all 
loans and savings accounts will also be provided. The number of withdrawals will 
also be baked into the smart contract and the dashboard will log this for staff and 
the member where appropriate. 

25.8 Credit Union interest rates. 

 
Although Credit Unions in Ireland can charge up to 12.68% for a loan most of them will 

charge much less than that.  Loans can be as low as 4.5% for a savings or a shares 
account secured loan. It is up to each credit union to determine what interest 
rates are available to members. Now this is always a balance between giving the 
members the most competitive rate on the market and ensuring there is 
sufficient ‘coverage’ from an admin perspective to maintain and cover the loan 
costs over it’s life. Likewise interest paid on savings must cover administrative 
costs. In both of these cases the smart self-executing contracts on the BITCUB 
blockchain will help reduce maintenance fees and ensure the optimum balance is 
maintained between admin costs and the return for the institution by setting the 
optimum rates. 

 

25.9 Maintaining records for all transactions 

 
With the BITCUB blockchain every transaction will be recorded as they are happening 

(virtually real time) and cannot be tampered with after the event. This means 
that any corrections, amendments or adjustments will be clearly visible and well 
documented for perusal from members and staff alike. From an accounting 
perspective reconciliations will be performed automatically so there is no need 
to perform this function manually.   

 
Matching will also occur automatically so that expenses are recorded when they are 

incurred not in the period when the payment is made. 
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The accounting processes build into the BITCUB system will also allow the officers to run 
reports and assess the information in real time for important meetings and 
decision making. 

 
It will allow the key decision makers to make the right moves before an issue arises 

improving the resilience of the organisation. 

The smart contracts will also have controls to foster prudence so that assets are 
not over stated versus liabilities and the balance sheet is a proper representation 
of the health of the organisation.  

It’s permissioned based structure will also allow temporary access from regulatory 
authorities so that compliance is maintained.  

 

25.10 Security- Past and Present 

With current server centric systems, the main security vulnerabilities centre 
around web services and the server itself.  The author has been involved in 
penetration testing of credit union systems and it is generally the case that client 
side attacks are less common.  

Denial of service attacks have been particularly prevalent in recent times as 
servers get bombarded with requests from malware. 

We are giving this serious attention in this project as it warrants delivering the 
most robust system possible. 

25.11 BITCUB Security 

The BITCUB team have experience delivering robust systems working with 
leading penetration testing companies who expose these systems to all manner 
of attacks. 

Working with some of the creators of the OWASP 10 standards it has concluded 
that the greatest vulnerabilities are with servers and the web servers that 
connect them. 

There is much work that must be completed on the server side to create a truly 
robust system. 

One major advantage of the BITCUB blockchain is that with the decentralised 
nature of the network there is a lessened degree of attack possible with no 
‘single potential point of failure’ seen with centralised server based systems. It is 
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incredibly difficult to hack a distributed database, and manipulate it to the 
benefit of cyber criminals.  This makes DDOS attacks ALMOST impossible as all of 
the nodes in the system would have to be compromised at exactly the same time 
with the correct cryptographic solution and credentials. 

The system will be made robust against Sybil attacks (false and hijacked 
identities)  in addition to any attacks that may affect smart contracts. The team 
will use Quantstamp, Ether Party  or equivalent code checking programmes to 
ensure integrity is maintained.  This will prevent the recent compromise on 
Ethereum being an issue. 

25.12 Member Security 

Member credentials will only be accessible when their private key contained in 
their DAPP is accessed with a randomly generated key code application and /or 
another form of authentication such as a fingerprint or facial recognition. This 
will help with compliance with PSD2 the Payment Services Compliance directive 
due to be introduced in 2018. 

They will also have the option to store keys using cold storage and paper wallets 
that can be locked away. Tezos and Ledger hardware wallets will also be 
supported for additional security so if the member wishes the keys can always be 
stored off-line. 

Cards supplied by BITCUB and issued by the Credit Unions will also have an NFC 
chip in them that can be used to provide a further factor of authentication. 

Up to 7 factors of authentication will be provided for maximum security. 

All communications will be enabled through an encrypted system of messages in 
robust DAPPs bypassing email for communications involving sensitive data. 

25.13 COMPLIANCE 

The smart contacts produced will allow an operational structure to be provided 
to meet compliance and governance in a particular jurisdiction. 

For example there are certain fitness and probity standards that individuals who 
perform a control function must comply with in Credit Unions. This is meant to 
be a screening process to ensure that the officer has the requisite qualifications 
and is committed to acting with honesty, integrity and for the good of the 
community as a whole. With blockchain technology and smart contacts the 
person will be guided if the task they are performing is outside the boundaries of 
these regulations. They will not be able to perform a function if it jeopardises the 
well-being of the financial community they serve. The team will also have an 
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irrefutable record of events so the days of covering over dubious behaviour are 
gone. 

NB: This could also apply to banks where recent tracker mortgage scandals could 
have been prevented if they were contractually constrained to provide the 
correct rates. 

    25.14 STAFF TOOLS 

Members coming into the branch will have their mobile apps with their public qr 
code which can be scanned by the member of staff. Biometrics PIN or other 
second factors of authentication will then identify them to the staff member and 
allow them to access their details. The member account will have a dashboard 
showing the various accounts and any alerts or and special deals or privileges 
they may be entitled to. 

Their eligibility for particular loans will be on the dashboard based on their 
current credit scores, and the member of staff can then guide them as to how to 
apply. 

The loan application process itself will allow the member to load all relevant 
documentation onto the blockchain.  This will include proof of identity/KYC  
items such passports driving licence, id card, utility bills, statements etc. Giving 
the member the ability to load this information themselves will also reduce time 
and paperwork in the branch. Because they are stored on the blockchain the 
record cannot be altered so security and reliability is improved.  There is also the 
added advantage of having to cut down less trees to support the current 
mountain of paperwork that has to be maintained by credit unions. 

26. NEW ENGAGEMENT PRODUCTS 

26.1. Remittance  

This is an area as yet untapped by the majority of credit unions.   

Worldwide, 230 million people send $540 billion in remittances each year, 
primarily using firms like Western Union, Moneygram, and RIA, which together 
control 1.1 million retail locations and account for more than 25% of the world’s 
annual remittance volume. 

https://qz.com/775159/theres-a-500-billion-remittance-market-and-bitcoin-
startups-want-in-on-it/ 
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While there are only 60,000 migrant Filipinos working in South Korea—far fewer 
than in neighbouring Japan—they collectively send home more than $231 million 
in personal funds each year. That works out to about $300 per person, 50% 
higher than the global average. 

The typical international money transfer requires much communication between 
the persons on either end of it. They have to calculate exchange rates, 
synchronize amounts, collect personal details, agree on a transfer method, and 
then confirm when the cash has been sent and received. 

Credit unions possess many of the ingredients to provide a viable and credible 
alternative.  

With the payment processes outlined above they have a new product to market 
to their members.  This is especially useful for people who currently have to 
transfer savings from their credit union or bank to service providers such as 
Western Union. It also means that there is a significant cost saving in the fees 
that are being paid so more of their hard earned money goes home to their loved 
ones. When users see that these remittances are performed through a service 
provided by credit unions it will give them credibility and confidence. 

It is very possible that credit unions could attract 10% of this market.  

The Reasons include … 

● Ease of ‘cross selling’ to existing member base 
● Risk reduced for members with credibility and Integrity of a long established 

financial institution under the credit union brand. 
● New technologies can be wrapped up with existing services and made simple 

by credit unions  
● With the credit union being based in a physical location the issue of internet 

connectivity is removed so they can go in and collect the cash in their local 
currency when they arrive. 

● With the BITCUB Dapp they get a notification of when the funds have landed 
if they do not have the Dapp they will receive a text message to say their 
funds are in their account. 

● Additional convenience is introduced when the transferred funds are 
available straight away on the Dapp to purchase goods and services or 
deposit directly into their chosen credit union savings account. 

● Once they have access to the funds they do ‘off-line’ transfers to others in 
their community using the proximity transfer system. 

● All transactions are conducted by people that are trusted in the community.  
As the credit union will have KYC and cash out facilities it provides a one stop 
shop and much less friction and inconvenience compared to existing processes. 
Even if a member does not have an understanding of the technology or access to 
the internet. 
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Additional Income Stream for Credit Unions 

If the average cost of the sums transferred with the existing providers such as 
Western Union is 10% this equates to $54 billion in transfer fees. 10% of this is 
$5.4 billion and spread across the 60,000 credit unions worldwide represents a 
potential additional income stream of $45,000 per credit union if they are to 
keep 50% of the transfer proceeds. This could be enough to employ a couple of 
additional staff (depending on the market) or help maintain profitability. Any 
excess they make at the end of the year can be given back out to members as a 
dividend. 

26.2. Voting  

The DAPP’s will have a built in member voting system allowing members to vote 
on important issues.  This will make them feel more engaged.  

26.3. Draws and Sponsorship  

A big element of Credit Unions in countries like Ireland involves community 
promoted activities such as car draws whereby people can win cars. The Dapp 
will improve on the inefficiencies associated with current paper based systems 
also allow them to partake in these draws. It will also provide a means of all 
community members sponsoring activities such as football matches or 
pilgrimages. 

26.4. Education          

When Robert Kiyosaki realised that there was an absence of education around 
money in schools he came up with Cashflow game.  This was rolled out to schools 
in the US to very positive effect. 

26.5. BITCUB Learn and Earn Apps 

Not only will our ‘Learn and Earn’ apps provide a similar positive engaging way 
they will also reward children and families in the process. 

The app is downloaded to a phone or tablet.  This can be done from the internet 
or where internet is not available they can share the app via Bluetooth or NFC. 

Once downloaded the parent or child selects the age group and then what they 
would like to learn. This can be maths, English or whatever educational tool will 
help them generate income in the future.  There will be a focus on building 
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blocks so as soon as a child completes 10 challenges they will create another 
block. For every new block created they will be able to see their contribution. 

Elon Musk and Tony Robbins announced a project promoting the provision of 
learning software for developing countries in the beginning of 2017.  The BITCUB 
team will target these types of initiatives and look for opportunities to partner.  
Again the BITCUB AI engine will select the best partners on the platform. 

Where electricity is an issue BITCUB will work with companies producing 
renewable energy through wind power or human powered chargers so there is 
no reason why a child is stopped from learning because of the lack of charge on 
their device.  When they are back ‘on-line’ ..i.e.  when the parent goes to town or 
a community centre with wi-fi, the blocks that they have produced sync and get 
credited onto the actual blockchain. 

Any coins earned will be put into an account that the parents can access to get 
food provisions or anything else of value for the family.  

This is not just intended for children in the developing world but any child that 
wants to participate. 

26.6. Community Credit System 

A credit system will be provided to reward positive behaviour in the community. 
So for example if someone saves a child from drowning in a river their 
community can reward them with BITCUB credits. If a child successfully 
completes a quiz on their 9 times tables then they will earn points which can be 
converted to currency at a later stage. Direct sponsorship of activities and events 
will be possible through the system. 

 

              27. TECHNOLOGY – CHOOSING THE RIGHT ALGORITHM 

It is important to note that any technology deployed will always select the best 
match for the preferences and criteria set by the user and the individual in the 
organisation. Wherever possible the mining times and environmental footprint seen 
in Bitcoin and Ether based transactions will be avoided. Now this should change 
when Ethereum move to a Proof of Stake algorithm sometime being phased in for 
2018 and various other developments such as the increased adoption of the Bitcoin 
Lightning network. Either way the Bitcub AI Engine will dynamically change to select 
the optimum vehicle for each transaction or smart contact. 
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27.1 Selection Protocol 

The choice of Digital Ledger Technology (DLT) for both transactions and smart 
contracts is critical for optimum performance of this system.  

 

27.2 Issues with Current Algorithms 

The proof of work algorithms as used by the major players such as Bitcoin and 
Ethereum can have long settlement times and the mining operations currently 
consume more electricity than many countries in the world. The miners are the 
biggest beneficiaries being paid up to 8% to effect transactions.  

On Wednesday August 23 2017, miners received $2.3 million in addition to 1,800 
bitcoins, or $7 million, totalling almost $10 million for 1 days work. It is only in recent 
times that these transaction times and fees have reduced. On the 21st of December 
2017 the average transaction fee was in excess of $50 USD and on the 21st of January 
2018 average transaction times were running at 8 days. These , at the time of writing 
(3rd April 2018) are now less than a dollar and nine minutes respectively. This is not 
due to the adoption of the Lightning network (designed to assist with Bitcoin 
scalability, lowering fees and times) but most due to the fall off in demand since the 
rally in late 2017. 

Mining revenues are largely going to 13 main companies which is not in line with 
Satoshi Nakamotos’ principles of decentralised earnings, designed to be spread 
across a broader section of the community.  

Although the fees and transaction times at present are still less than conventional 
‘interbank’ transactions the above fluctuation proves that it not always the optimum 
way to transfer from A to B.  This is because this scalability element was not 
sufficiently catered in the original design. In reality all of these systems have to 
compete with are the current standards of security convenience and costs set by 
Visa, Mastercard, Paypal networks. 

 

 

 

 

27.3 Settlement Algorithms – A closer look 
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https://blog.knoldus.com/2017/08/13/consensus-algorithms-in-blockchain/ 

With distributed ledger technology the algorithms used are designed in a way that 
achieves consensus amongst distributed nodes.  In simple terms the consensus 
algorithms used are there to:- 

● Determine that that there is sufficient balance in the account or unspent funds 
to facilitate a transfer of x to another party. 

● Have a record of these funds and transactions across a statistically significant 
set of network nodes 

● Facilitate safe, secure, efficient and reliable and cost effective two-way 
transactions in a user friendly manner. 

● Prevent double spend – i.e. the same money going to two or more people. 
● As they are distributed they should not put power into the hands of a few 

individuals that can manipulate the system for their own ends. 
With the proof of work blockchain algorithm miners compete with each other 
expending computational power and electricity to solve a maths puzzle which makes 
the system robust but does not output any useful work.  This required ‘activity’ 
makes it very difficult to spoof the system and arrive at a consensus which is not in 
the interest of the community.  For example the Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) 
attacks that can be used to shut down a central server or a smaller number of nodes 
would in the case of the Bitcoin blockchain, require huge computational power and 
vast amounts of electricity in order to be able to attack all of the nodes in a Proof of 
Work system.  In addition previous versions of the blockchain would have to be 
replicated and changed to effect a new version of the truth or consensus. 

The strengths of such a system lie in it’s resistance to attacks but the weaknesses are 
inefficiency, unpredictability of transaction times and costs, centralised control held 
by the large mining pools, and volatility versus fiat currencies and other 
cryptocurrencies. 

Examples of currencies using proof of work: Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin, Bitcoin 
Cash 

Proof of Stake 
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Proof of stake is the second most popular computer algorithm through which 
cryptocurrencies achieve their distributed consensus. It achieves this consensus at a 
lower cost and in a more energy efficient way. This done is done by giving voting 
power to entities called validators that have a certain ‘stake’ or are vested 
sufficiently in the currency or token.  The validators replace the PoW miners and the 
number of coins they hold plus the time they hold them for dictates how likely it is 
that will get to approve the next transaction in the system. If fraudulent transactions 
are approved by certain validators in the system then they lose their coins.  So there 
is a large incentive to stay on the right side of the system. The other advantage is 
that in addition to getting rewarded in transaction fees the validators can effectively 
earn interest on the number of coins that they stake as long as they stake them for a 
particular period of time.  This is little bit like earning interest on your savings.  

The downside is the fact that it is more centralised compared to Proof of Work 
putting the power into a small number of ‘wealthy’ individuals.  In the case of 
Ethereum when they switch to the Casper PoS protocol later this year the minimum 
number of Ether required is 1,000 coins which with today’s value would be 
$600,000. This means that the power is the hands of the wealthy. Now the same can 
be said for Proof of Work with miners controlling the network but the main 
advantages with PoW are that the system is more energy efficient and transactions 
are cheaper and quicker. One disadvantage of PoS systems is that can be more 
vulnerable to attack from hackers and the coin could be classified as a security not a 
token attracting more severe regulation and turning it into a more identifiable 
vehicle for taxation purposes. 

Overall, however PoS algorithms result in faster, cheaper and more energy efficient 
transactions giving them some advantage over PoW, but the security must be 
proven. 

Example of Cryto Currencies using Proof of Stake – Dash, Pivx, Stratis, Navcoin, Ark, 
NEO, OK cash 

Other Consensus Algorithms  

There are other currencies using alternative consensus algorithms designed to get 
over many of the issues associated with Proof of Work and Proof of Stake. 

Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerant  (PBFT) Systems 

In PBFT each node maintains an internal storage system. When a node receives, 
messages the format is checked for validity prior to signing.  Once enough same 
responses are reached, then a consensus is met that the message is a valid 
transaction. 

Byzantine Fault Tolerance and their Relevance to DLT 
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Byzantine failures refer to common failures in software design, process, quality, and 
applications. Systems designed to mitigate these effects are attempting to solve the 
Byzantine Generals problem. This is where a number of generals planning to attack 
and take a city are faced with conflicting information from a number of 
sources…reliable and not so reliable. The problem centres around trusting the 
messengers that are conveying the information, not knowing whether it is in the 
best interests of the group of generals or not. So for example one messenger with 
the correct information on the city could have his horse maimed by a bullet as he 
attempts to convey the pertinent information to   the next general. Another 
messenger who does get to the general has been bribed by the mayor in the city 
giving false information on the best place to launch the attack. The third messenger 
like the first has the correct information but gets lost on the way and with that the 
moment is not seized in time. 

Now it is important to point out that this does not apply to Proof of Work algorithms 
as used in Bitcoin because the validity of each transaction is proven and verified 
through the blockchain record and the fact that work must be completed and 
verified by miners to approve the transactions and complete the blocks. Essentially 
speaking PBFT systems use a completely different system so the robustness has to 
be achieved in a different way. 

In computer speak each ‘general’ maintains an internal state (ongoing specific 
information or status). When a ‘general’ receives a message, they use the message in 
conjunction with their internal state to run a computation or operation. This 
computation in turn tells that individual ‘general’ what to think about the message in 
question. Then, after reaching his individual decision about the new message, that 
‘general’ shares that decision with all the other ‘generals’ in the system. A consensus 
decision is determined based on the total decisions submitted by all generals. The 
graphic below provides an illustration of how this operates. 
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The messenger and general analogy is drawn to illustrate the number of ‘reliable’ 
nodes voting in a system. A ‘quorum’ is established when a certain number of 
reliable nodes vote on a transaction.  

 The two main issues with these systems are associated with ‘liveness’ and 
‘safeness’. So liveness refers to a node being up and running to make a vote at the 
right time and safeness refers to how safe and reliable to vote is. 

Contrary to popular belief this does not require 51% of all nodes in a system being 
corrupted or going down but this figure is closer to 33% to account for a worst case 
scenario (Leemon Baird, Hashgraph) .  

PBFT systems are fast and cheap with regards to transaction costs but can be prone 
to Sybil attacks, where impersonation of a voting entity is possible. 

With a Sybil attack a single adversary controls multiple nodes on a network in order 
to influence voting to their advantage. It is unknown to the rest of the network that 
the nodes are controlled by the same adversarial entity. 

Each PBFT system employed must protect robustly against Sybil attacks as this will 
always be a security threat and a competitive disadvantage versus PoW systems if 
not adequately catered for.  

https://www.coindesk.com/monitoring-blockchains-stop-sybil-attacks/ 

In terms of adoption larger IBM/Linux Foundation Hyperledger Fabric uses PBFT in a 
centralised closed permission based system. 

Hyperledger Fabric provides solutions for validating peers; smart contracts (called 
“chaincode”) represent transactions; membership services; pluggable consensus and 
other aspects. Their PBFT transactions are said to offer low latency, high-speed file 
storage solutions and many other technical solutions. 

Federated Byzantine Agreement (FBA) 

Stellar introduced Federal Byzantine Agreements in 2015 under the brand of Stellar 
Consensus Protocol (SCP) 

Like nonfederated Byzantine agreement, FBA addresses the problem of updating 
replicated state, such as a transaction ledger or certificate tree. By agreeing on what 
updates to apply, nodes avoid contradictory, irreconcilable states. Each update is 
identified by a unique slot from which ‘inter-update’ dependencies can be inferred. 
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Slots may be consecutively numbered positions in a sequentially applied log. An FBA 
system runs a consensus protocol that ensures nodes agree on slot contents. 

Even though most responses from the Horizon REST API use JSON, most of the data 
in Stellar is actually stored in a format called XDR, or External Data Representation. 
XDR is both more compact than JSON and stores data in a predictable way, which 
makes signing and verifying an XDR-encoded message easier. 

http://uk.businessinsider.com/ibm-global-payment-blockchain-project-international-
trade-2017-10?r=US&IR=T 

 

The downside of FBA according to some recent research is that there is the 
possibility that malicious forces could, in theory,  join an FBA chain multiple times 
and outnumber the honest nodes. This maybe mitigated by the fact that FBA has a 
greater ranges of settings than other consensus methods meaning that it can be 
adjusted to compensate for different operating conditions. It is however, not clear 
on whether these are dynamic making the system ‘self-healing’.  

Source 

https://cryptoinsider.21mil.com/byzantine-fault-tolerance-blockchain-systems/ 

 

PBFT: Stellar, Ripple, IBM hyperledger 

Delegated Byzantine Fault Tolerance (dBFT) 

Neo formerly Antshares, a decentralized Chinese smart contract platform designed 
to rival Ethereum , uses a version of PBFT called Delegated Byzantine Fault Tolerance 
(dBFT). Two blockchain participants are employed : professional node operators, 
called bookkeeping nodes, who run nodes to make money, and users who wish to 
use the system to effect transactions. The claims are that dBTF offers better security 
in blockchains because of the bookkeeping nodes ensuring ‘correctness’. 

dBFT’s on-chain voting process dynamically votes in/out transaction validators and 
allows for universal consensus mechanism on both public/permissionless and 
private/permissioned based blockchains. 

“Specialized bookkeeping nodes” achieve consensus in a dBFT blockchain thanks to 
“delegated voting.” Two-thirds approval is needed among nodes to approve a new 
version of the blockchain. This system, proponents say, protects against forking 
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events, radical changes to the implementation of a blockchain system that can 
undermine participant confidence. 

Others DLT Technologies 

Swirlds 

Swirlds uses the hashgraph consensus algorithm, and the mathematical proofs of 
Byzantine fault tolerance. It does not use blockchain but an alternative distributed 
ledger technology that is centred around the ‘gossip about gossip’ protocol. The 
system shares information randomly about each of the participants or witnesses to 
validate their identity, validity and their suitability to approve transactions. Rounds 
are created around events and the whole system is moving dynamically upwards 
over time, producing an acyclic hashed graph.  Each event contains a hashes of the 
events below and it is signed by it’s the event creator. All previous events are 
immutable so satisfy one of the key characteristics of distributed ledger technology. 
In the diagram below there are 4 participants, A,B,C,and D each with the ability to 
create an event with or without transactions. Each participant keeps a copy of this in 
their memory. The goal of the algorithm is for members to agree on the order of the 
events and thus the order of transactions.   

 

The system uses a hierarchy of famous witnesses and a supermajority to vote on 
transactions. Relationships are a key part of the system with descendants and 
ancestors linking events and hence transactions together. 

Source: https://www.slideshare.net/anupriti/hashgraph-an-over-view-with-example 

The hashgraph would appear scalable (stated theoretical up to 250,000 per second) 
but there has been no communication on the fee structure so we have no idea on 
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how it can compete with existing system.  Developed by Leemon Baird, it is a 
patented, closed permission only based system designed specifically for business to 
business and bank to bank transactions. This would imply that there will be a large 
licencing fee to be paid by the institution which could preclude us from using it for 
our 3rd and 4th tier banking organisations. 

That being said the CuLedger project has committed to the platform for its first 
application CUID to be introduced in the US. 

 

 

 

BITCUB AI 

Clearly with the large variation in various DLT and Blockchain implementation it is difficult to 
arrive at an optimum system for a given application. The BITCUB algorithm takes away the 
requirement to choose basing each decision for transaction selection on a set of rules 
programmed into the artificial intelligence engine.  

So for example the person sending funds home from Dubai to Manilla may have a 
requirement to effect the fastest transaction possible, and conversion into local currencies 
facilitated in the process. The system will default to the most secure and reliable blockchain 
systems on the platform. 

Companies such as Stellar, Ripple, Swirlds, Dash etc. will have to apply to be on the platform 
and will only be selected once various performance criteria are satisfied. Each solution will 
be subjected to rigorous quality and penetration testing to ensure security compliance is 
maintained. 

It will be akin to having your hotel listed on comparison sites such as Trivago or Hotels.com, 
except in this case location, time, duration, quality of hotel, price etc. will be replaced by 
user friendliness, cost, speed of transaction, reliability, security, fungibility, and 
appropriateness for those on the receiving end. 

The reason for taking this approach  is that many of the blockchain organisations in 
existence and about to be launched at the moment are competing in the same space, i.e. 
payments/remittances, smart contracts and banking and crypto-spending in the real world. 
The reality is that with so many of these companies there will be fierce completion and only 
the strongest will survive.  The Bitcub platform will only allow the very best to be available 
for selection by the AI engine. This will make it beneficial for the end user removing any 
requirement for them to make an educated decision before choosing an appropriate 
instrument. 
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The main criteria will be;- 

● Cost 
● Speed of transaction 
● Security  - this must increase with the size of transactions 
● Ease of use 
● Fungibility – turning it cash or other currency at the destination end.  
● Reliability – assessed by the Bitcub AI Engine  

The user will provide a scoring for each of the above and the closest match will be made 
available. 

The hierarchy of requirements will be similar to Mazlow’s hierarchy of needs with security 
underpinning everything and acting as a basic need on which everything else is built. 

 

Initially these selections will be completed by the Bitcub team with the top choices for each 
permutation/combination then machine learning and the Bitcub AI Engine will make these 
selections with any anomalies being flagged and addressed in the learning process. The 
engine will always serving according to customer preferences. 

Potential Platform Partners 

Different applications will require different solutions, with the two main ones centring 
around payments and smart contracts.  Now certain blockchain technologies such as 
Ethereum have payments built into their smart contract platform but at the moment is not 
capable of processing the number of transactions that are required for true scaling. For this 
reason we will have the ability to select from a selection of Blockchain/DLT for each 
application. 

The matrix below shows some blockachain/DLT platforms and how they compare against 
existing platforms such as Visa and Paypal. 

 

 

 Speed 

 Cost 

 
 

Security  
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The algorithm will be constantly looking for the best match using real time data on 
transactions from the blockchains themselves in addition to the most reputable sources 
such as bitinfo charts.  This will be done via blockchain plugins, API’s and if necessary 
scraping sites for information. Qualitative inputs via sentiment analysis as well quantitative 
will be employed. 

As part of this process it is necessary to benchmark any new payment technologies against 
the current incumbents. Here is selection. 

Payments Sector Analysis   

Paypal 

Although payment times would appear to be instant as far as the Payer is concerned the 
funds may take up to 8 days for the Payee to be able to spend the funds. 

Banks 

Some card transactions will appear as pending on your account until the payment is fully 
processed. Generally it takes about 3 to 5 business days to process a transaction, although it 
can take up to 10 business days or longer. During the time a transaction is pending the 
transaction amount is deducted from your ‘available funds,’ but your ‘account balance’ is 
not affected. 

https://www.commbank.com.au/support/faqs/1209.html 

Bitcoin 
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The current market leader but the current version can only support 7 transactions per 
second so is currently being used as an investment/store of value.  

Stellar Lumens  

Stellar is receiving much attention of late and a recent partnership with IBM caused the 
currency to spike. 

It’s new commercial arm lightyear.io which uses the stellar system also has backing of 
Stripe. 

http://fortune.com/2017/05/11/lightyear-blockchain/ 

With Stellar’s open financial protocol, transactions are settled in almost real-time (3-5 
seconds), for fractions of a cent, and can be converted to local currency using a system of 
‘anchors’ which are conversion services provided by the banks at the destination end. 

Ripple  

Similar to Stellar this more bank centric currency was conceived by Jed McCaleb as a 
currency to improve ‘cross-border’ payments.  It essentially provides a more effective 
linking and settlement system between banks in different parts of the world.  This makes it a 
contender as the fungibility element scores highly for those wanting to convert quickly into 
a local currency. Transaction costs are 0.0001 c and speed. 

Sources: https://www.fool.com/investing/2018/02/01/3-cryptocurrencies-processing-1500-
or-more-transac.aspx 

Other selection parameters 

Green credentials are becoming more important for those involved in the crypto currency 
space as people realise how much more energy efficient these payments channels can 
become .  

The reality is that any crediential must be compared to current systems such as those 
operated by the banks and card companies. 

This will be one of a series of preferences along with those listed in the chart above, that 
can help with the creation of a more ethical payment system. 

https://hackernoon.com/the-bitcoin-vs-visa-electricity-consumption-fallacy-8cf194987a50 

Smart Contracts 
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For smart contacts the BITCUB AI will run a script to evaluate the integrity of the contracts, 
automatically checking for errors and fixing them.  This will mean that manual testing and 
checking of code will be cut down to 10% of current testing times. 

Technology similar or exceeding Quantstamp, Ether Party or Agrello will be used. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

28. Business Model  

DISTRIBUTED BUSINESS MODEL 

Modules 

Credit Unions will be charged a fee based on modules deployed, the number of 
members, assets and the volume of transactions. A smart contract will calculate the 
fee and this will be paid monthly. The package can be upgraded at any time and 
there will be enhancements made based on member feedback, new requirements 
for efficiency improvements and regulatory requirements. For every product or 
module deployed a credit will be paid to the CFFO in the form of BITCUB tokens 
which they can use either as an investment vehicle or to get a discount against 
future products licensed.  

This licencing fee will be very competitive with existing systems which can be €1 per 
member per year. Economies of scale will come into play as they will benefit from 
further cost reductions by using more of the available modules. CUSO’s can also 
benefit as they employ these module across multiple organisations. Getting a small 
percentage of every transaction.  

Transaction Charges 

With BITCUB we want to ensure that transaction ‘friction’ in terms of cost, speed and 
usability is kept to an absolute minimum. Although free would be ideal for members 
a small fee will make users value the service more and will help prevent spamming. 
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The plan is to charge a fee of between 0.0001% and 1.5% for transactions.  This fee 
will be dependent on the size of the transfer and the type of account held. This will 
be calculated by the smart contract associated with the individual, with new 
contracts being automatically generated when circumstances change. 

50% of all transaction fees will go to BITCUB to maintain and upgrade the network 
with the other 50% going to the CFFO. 

BITCUB Turnover 

If every credit union member were to spend $1 a year for these services the annual 
income for this would be $220 million. The intention is to have 10% of this market in 
three years going to 30% or $66 million in 5 years.  

10% of BITCUB company profits will always be used to fund community based 
projects that help alleviate the poverty cycle that community members can get 
trapped in. 

Coin on the open Market  

BITCUB will have the potential to be seen as an appreciating asset as crypto 
currencies continue to gain in popularity with more use cases coming onto the 
market. The appreciating value of the top crypto currencies will have a ‘pull’ effect 
on BITCUB which can be linked to the growth in these markets. 

Business Development and New Products 

The plan is to continue to develop relationships with credit unions and 
representative organisations on a global scale offering new products every three 
months to spike interest. These announcements will be made in the trade 
publications and at various conferences and in so doing raising the profile, increasing 
credibility and increasing the value of the currency.  

Credit unions and CUSO’s who invest in the tokens will be able to take advantage of 
their discount rate for the purchase of products and services into the future. 

The BITCUB team will be carrying out education sessions at the World Congress of 
Credit Unions event in Singapore on the 15th of July 2018 where it will launch its’ full 
Token Sale. 

28.1 RISK FACTORS 

With any new project there are risk factors.  We have listed a few of these below 
along with methods we can mitigate them. 
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Conservatism on the part of credit unions 

Risk aversion is a key issue when it comes to finance. We will be focusing on 
demonstrating how using the blockchain and smart contracts can actually help in 
mitigating these risks and offer improved inclusion on the part of their members. 

We will be demonstrating how blockchain technology compares to existing systems 
by initially running them alongside so trust and confidence in the technology can be 
built up over time without effecting current ‘core’ systems in any way. This will be 
achieved with our community credit system and our smart contract for loan 
applications. 

 

Not enough early adopters  

Lack of good marketing, education and or relevance/benefit to CFFO’s could be 
barriers to early adoption. 

For this reason, it is planned to have series of educational talks at CFFO events with 
Youtube videos explaining BITCUB and its benefits. 

Providing a free BITCUB app for children will build awareness and promote 
engagement. 

The team will also be involved in activities that will help education flow from crypto 
communities to CFFOs as the benefits of the technology and the potential returns on 
their ICO investments come to the surface. 

Too Many ICOs at the moment  

There may be a proliferation of ICOs at present but some recent examples show how 
ICO targets can come short of the mark. 

It is not a question of getting as many people to buy into the token sale as possible 
but getting the right people to invest. This will help prevent the pump and dump 
mentality that can often dominate the ICO market. Whilst we acknowledge that 
there will be fluctuations in the price of BITCUB tokens in the early days i.e. when the 
initial excitement around the token sale is followed by a slump, it is the intention to 
target the right investors by being more intelligent in our approach. 

Many ICO’s are Focused on the usual channels such as Coinmarket cap, bitcointalk 
etc. Ours will also focus on more traditional and trade based communications to 
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attract people that maybe completely new to the world of ICO’s, taking the mystery 
out of blockchain and getting straight to the benefits. 

User Generated Blocks 

The fact that blocks can be created in all sorts of different ways will add to it’s value 
and longevity. 

29. Development Approach 

1. Produce a mobile wallet that can be used all over the globe  
a. Wallet features 

i. Send and receive ‘sponsorable’* BITCUB community credits 
ii. The credits will be rewards for a job well done or good deeds and will 

also provide a test platform for currency platforms. 
iii. Access contacts on your phone for messaging within app similar to 

whatsapp 
iv. Each app download will generate a unique set of public and private 

keys 
v. Private key is kept secure and private on the phone or an off-line 

device while public key is combined with your profile and made 
available when a contact request is made. 

vi. Contact exchange available via messaging system in app which can go 
locally via camera scan or over Bluetooth,  NFC or wi-fi network (both 
parties would have to have app for this to work)  

vii. Off-line peer to peer capability - Priority for exchange of contacts, 
credits and currency will always be given to the lowest cost option i.e. 
Bluetooth, NFC first and possibly wi-fi direct. 

viii. Contacts linked with public keys generated by wallet in the app that 
are then communicated to people on user network  

ix. The usually problematic and difficult to comprehend public and 
private key generation and exchange are eliminated and everything is 
handled by the app. 

x. Biometric app access is standard backed by pin and random code 
xi. All transactions are subject to inputting fingerprint backed up second 

or third factor authentication if required. Google authenticator also 
an option as it maybe preferable when phone or internet access is not 
available. 

xii. Messaging system to be linked to organisation such as credit unions 
so that global notifications and individual messaging can be 
facilitated. 

xiii. All communications will be encrypted for security  
xiv. JARS Money Management System to be incorporated in phase 2. 

2. Use the Ethereum testnet to develop fist loan application based smart contracts. 
 

a. Loan application 
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b. Savings account 
3. Use optimum KYC technology for registration & authentication 
4. Provide special blockchain based accounts for members initially for smaller amounts 

to help build confidence in system.  This will run alongside existing accounts to begin 
with. 

5. System Integration to be optimised for above using API’s and other blockchain 
technologies where appropriate. 

 

 

 

BITCUB Tokens 

Individuals and organisation investing in BITCUB Tokens will benefit in the following ways:- 

● Equity in the BITCUB organisation 
● Dividends paid out when targets are met 
● Voting rights 
● 20% Reduction in licencing fees for CFFO’s 
● An asset that has the potential to increase in time like other crypto currencies  

Token Supply:  500,000,000 BCU  

There will be no more tokens issued. This will create a scarcity value helping to buoy up the 
coin price. 

1 BCU =0.01 Ether or ~$6 USD (at time of writing) 

Token Allocation: - 

● 20% BITCUB Team 
● 5% Reserve  
● 5% Community Credits 
● 70% Token Sale 

 
Use of funds  

● 5% Admin 
● 50% Development  
● 40% Marketing 
● 5% Security, Compliance and Legal 
30. ICO MARKETING AND DISTIBUTION 

There are two strands to the target market for these products.  The first is the tech savvy 
ICO investor/Trader and crypto coin collector and the second is the potentially more 
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conservative credit union officer who may not be as ‘au fait’ with the technology and 
potentially nervous having heard about the recent misuse of Bitcoin for nefarious 
purposes in recent times. 

31. ICO Tech Trader (ITT) 

For the ITT it is a question of engaging with a product that has technical merit, a global 
market with useful applications all backed by a strong team. There are two types of 
investors within this category. The first are the individuals taking advantage of the huge 
swings in cryptocurrency pricing (rarer these days when trading more traditional stocks) 
to make big gains by selling post ICO. These ‘investors’ are otherwise known as the 
‘pump and dump investors’. They may have good reason to divest quickly post ICO, for 
example they may not see the long-term viability of the proposition any longer, they 
start questioning the team and their actions but in the main their sole focus is on making 
money as quickly as possible. They are not really that interested in the company and the 
backers as long they get out quickly and make a profit. 

The second type is the investor who would typically invest in the longer term plays such 
as Bitcoin, Ethereum, Litecoin and Ripple. Overall, they see a big advantage in sticking 
with these main coins and time gives them confidence in the platform. 

Many individuals in the crypto currency investing space are a mixture of the two with 
their short and long-term bets. In either case we need to offer value and create 
confidence in their investments. Although the bias will be towards the longer-term 
investor we would also like to create some demand from the shorter-term investor to 
create ‘some’ urgency. 

The ultimate aim with BITCUB is to create a solid brand that is associated with trust and 
reliability with good returns for its’ investors and members alike.  As the products and 
services continue to roll out and be of benefit to the communities they serve this help 
the price of the tokens appreciate over time. 

32. Community Finance - Stakeholder 

The objective here is to target the more conservative credit union officer who is looking 
for gains beyond investment and the ICO. These longer term ‘beneficiaries’ will take 
educating and will also require endorsement from other parties. For these it is good to 
emphasise that banks are signing up to use blockchain products such as Ripple and 
Stellar Lumens. 

Of further interest is the fact that many banks are now involved in Block chain proof of 
concepts. A few are listed below. 
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It is also worth riding on the coattails of initiatives from established such as CUNA where 
certain  advocates such as Richard Meade (COO) is an advocate of Blockchain technology. 

http://news.cuna.org/articles/110542-cunas-meade-breaks-down-game-changer-that-is-
blockchain 

http://culedger.com/ 

The recent announcement by Goldman Sachs outlining their plans to start trading Bitcoin 
will also give confidence to those more hesitant about getting involved. 

33. Current Team Traction 

The fact that the current team have been delivering  on-line and mobile banking solutions to 
the top credit unions in Ireland and the UK since 2012 should give these officers added 
confidence. 16 of the top Credit Unions in Ireland and the UK are using on-line and mobile 
banking products produced by the team. 

34. Compliance Regulation and Security 

The team are actively talking to regulators in this sector, ensuring that key fundamentals of 
sound operation are adhered will boost the project into the future. 

All central bank requirements for example will be built into the smart contacts making 
regulatory compliance automatic, with no non-compliant items getting past the 
‘gatekeeper’. 
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PSD2 and GDPR will become a reality in 2018 and BITCUB will be able to use these as 
vehicles for promotion with the announcement that all of it’s products will be compliant 
even before the requirements become law.  

The team will also be compliant with AML, KYC and PI or PISP regulations. 

35. Languages 

The language will have to be ‘translated’ in many instances so that it as jargon free and as 
relevant to their pain points as possible. 

Trade shows and CUNA, ILCU, ABCUL demos will be key in gaining familiarity and confidence 
in the system. They may also be buoyed by the fact that the ICO has been successful and has 
raised a significant amount of backing from the cryptocurrency investor community. 

 36. ICO and Marketing of Tokens 

The marketing of the tokens will be conducted using a combination of trade organisations 
websites news articles, blogs and conferences where we will be doing live demos of 
transactions on mobile, tablet and desktop. We will also be doing peer to peer transfers off 
line (sans internet). 

There will be two parts to the ICO. The pre ICO and the ICO itself. 

36.1 Pre-ICO 

The pre ICO is to enable the team to market the ICO and to develop some MVP’s which can 
be demoed to interested parties prior to the ICO. 

The target is to raise $2 million where genuine parties can benefit from a bonus of up to 
20% extra on every purchase. 

Token Supply:  500,000,000 BCU  

Our plan is the get listed on the following sites; 

coinschedule 

https://www.smithandcrown.com/ 

http://icorating.com/ 

Bitcointalk.com  
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36.2 ICO Timing  

Pre ICO: From 4th May 2018 

ICO date:  29.06.2018 — 30.09.2018 

ICO Summary  

Token Supply:  500,000,000 BCU  

1 BCU =0.01 Ether or ~$6 USD (at time of writing) 

 

Token Allocation 

20% Team 

5% Reserve  

5% Community Credits 

70% Token Sale 

 

Use of funds  

10% Admin 

50% Development  

40% Marketing 

5% Security  

5% Compliance and Legal 
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36.3 PARTNERS 

Technology partners 

We will have an open invitation for technology partners who believe they have the best 
technology solution for individual BITCUB modules. 

Chosen technology partners will be allocated tokens based on the value they bring. This will 
come from the fund set aside for Development. 

This will turn into a major competitive advantage for BITCUB as our eco system will lean to 
the survival of the fittest. 

The team are open to collaborating with those listed in this paper in addition to any others 
that have a distinct competitive advantage. 

Business Partners  

The following is a list of business development partners: 

● Credit Unions 
● CUSO’s 
● CFFO’s 
● Fintech Providers 
● Banks 

36.4 DEPLOYMENT  

Our first product will involve the delivery of a product aimed at getting people used to 
sending and receiving credits in the digital world. 

It will be a product that both educates and allows people of all ages to get community 
credits for their actions. 

36.5 BITCUB APP V.10  

Features 

● Register for account 
● Get additional CC’s if you are a member of a CFFO 
● Login with finger print or PIN  
● Access your contacts and send and receive friend requests 
● Message people who are in your contacts 
● Send and receive community credits to any contact  
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● Show multiple wallets – select by swiping left and right – Android only for the 
present, Apple require additional approval for the next stage 

Version 2.0 

Typical Credit Union Accounts first i.e. loans, savings, share accounts, then BITCUB, bank 
accounts, Bitcoin  

Show total net worth on top of page – adds up all of your wallets into your local currency 
(will always default to local currency – can be changed in setting) 

Logic required to link with appropriate API, convert all currencies and then add them to give 
a total 

https://www.cryptocompare.com/api/#introduction 

36.6 Learn and Earn App 

The lean and earn app will involve educational games and graphics and a blockchain creator 
that goes towards building themselves and their community. 

37. ROADMAP 

2017  

December 18th Release White Paper  

December 19th Launch Development Website 

December 22th Launch version 1.0 of BITCUB app on Android 

2018 

January 2018 – Employ additional development resource and commence smart contact 
platform development. 

March 2018 – Create BITCUB token, test on testnet, commence machine learning platform 
selection. 

April 9th Complete Development of i OS application – submit for review 

May 7th Start Pre-Sale for tokens, ramp up marketing 
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May 9th Start work on applying for a full banking licence with partners in the UK and US 

May 15th  Get Apple approval for first community credit app 

May additional tasks :- 

Get feedback from Existing Credit Union officers and members at special Blockchain 
information evenings (Done in conjunction with Bank of Ireland Workbenches)  

Start social media channels, + Reddit, Youtube, Medium,  

Release Apple version of CC application 

Make BITCUB tokens available  

Continue building team – use Indeed to generate interest and start attracting the best minds 

Campaign to focus on GDPR compliance and penalties and how blockchain can help. 

Deliver a fully functioning on-line system with fully GDPR compliant KYC and PSD2 ready 
functionality. 

Start working with existing providers and consultants in the Community Finance space. 

Attend networking events to increase awareness of the up and coming ICO. 

Start spreading the word on community credits can be sponsored and allow people to 
benefit financially from the performance of ‘good deeds’. 

 

 

June 1st – Attend and show, present at Bitcoinference Brusells 

June 4th Ramp up for Singapore World Congress of Trade Unions show 

Deliver on-line and mobile test accounts for Credit Unions who wish to trial the system 

Increase pace of Marketing campaign for ICO.  Get a dedicated marketing person on-board 

Get 2 more developers on the team looking after API’s and integration with existing back-
end systems  
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July 1st – Deploy first smart contact/DLT based loan management system for cloud 

July 15th -18th – World Congress of Credit Unions attendance and Presentation 

Organise meeting with key players in the credit union market in the US and Australia 

September 10th Launch BITCUB Kids Credit App 

September 30th – First Credit Union pilot with smart contract loan module 

October 15th Introduce the JARS money management app for credit unions  

November 30th  Deliver new range of apps that allow proximity based credit swaps 
independent of wi-fi or phone network 

December 15th – First blockchain based current account available in the cloud for beta 
testing 

December 20th – Full OWASP 10 Security testing for platform 

2019 

February 28th – DLT based savings account complete 

May 20th – Full banking ‘blockchain in a box’ or BIAB platform available to all credit unions 
worldwide  

May 30th Start a virtual credit union to assess viability. Provide free accounts to all token 
holders. 

May 15th – Building society association AGM sponsorship  

June 29th – 10 Credit Unions using our BIAB platform  

July 2019 – PRA granting of full banking licence  

September 17th – Launch second fund-raising round for key global partner alliances  

November 21st – Make BIAB software platform available to all ATM operators worldwide. 
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2020 

January - Launch campaign target all CFFO’s who are coming to end of their licencing period 
with current suppliers. 

March – Start BAI academy for developers  

June – Enhance community credits sponsorship platform so that everyone in the world with 
a smartphone performing a good deed can earn. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


